Comparison of academic performance and stress levels in open book test and closed book test and perceptions of undergraduate dental students

Abstract

Background: Open book test is an assessment method where the student is allowed to use the text book or notebook or any reference materials to write the examination. This will decrease the need for memorizing by the students and reduces the academic stress.

Objective: The present study was undertaken to observe the effectiveness of open book test in reducing the pre-examination stress.

Materials and methods: A total of seventy male and female first BDS students were involved in the study after obtaining the written informed consent. After recruiting, the participants they were subjected to open book test on general physiology and nerve muscle physiology. Thereafter, they were subjected to closed book test. Stress levels were assessed just before they start writing the examinations. The marks obtained in the corresponding tests were considered as academic performance respectively. After completion of both the tests student perceptions were obtained.

Results: The stress levels were significantly higher in closed book test when compared with open book test (P<0.001). There was no significant difference in the academic performance among open book test and closed book test (Table 1). Table 2 present’s student’s perceptions about open book test. Majority of the students had given positive perceptions for open book test. 51.5% of students recommend open book test to include in the curriculum.

Conclusion: Significantly lower stress levels were observed before open book test when compared to closed book test. A positive experience was reported by the students regarding the open book test. The study recommends further studies in this method to recommend implementation of open book test in the medical education.
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Introduction

Medical education is emerging with introduction and implementation of new teaching, learning and assessment methods. Medical education units in the academic institutions striving to motivate the students and to convert the learning into student centered from teacher centered. Open book test is an assessment method where the student is allowed to use the text book or notebook or any reference materials to write the examination. This will decrease the need for memorizing by the students and reduces the academic stress. Earlier studies reported that open book test is worth implementing as it is a best assessment tool and also promote student centered learning. Further, it helps to reduce the stress levels of the students. Open book test also motivates the student to use the textbooks more frequently and limits the last minute preparations for the examinations. Further, open book test improves the higher-order thinking skills of the students as they critically analyze the contents in the textbook also get adequate time to present those contents in a creative way in the examination. It was reported that there is no difference in the marks obtained by open book test and closed book test. As the main goal of the assessment is to assess the thinking skills rather memorizing skills. Further, the environment is relaxed to the students. As the open book test reduces examination stress without affecting the academic performance, it can be implemented in the medical education. Recently, All India council for technical education recommended open book test for engineering curriculum. However, the studies related to implementation of open book test are relatively less. Hence, the present study was undertaken to observe the effectiveness of open book test in reducing the pre-examination stress.

Materials and methods

Study participants

A total of seventy male and female first BDS students were involved in the study after obtaining the written informed consent. Willing, apparently healthy participants were recruited for the study.

Study setting

The present study was conducted at Department of Physiology, Vishnu Dental College, Bhimavaram.

Study design

After recruiting, the participants they were subjected to open book test on general physiology and nerve muscle physiology. Thereafter, they were subjected to closed book test. Stress levels were assessed just before they start writing the examinations. The marks obtained in the corresponding tests were considered as academic performance respectively. After completion of both the tests student perceptions were obtained.
Open book test

Students were briefed about the open book test a study hour was conducted where the students studied the general physiology and nerve muscle physiology from their text books. All the doubts were clarified in the study hour. Open book test was conducted for 30 marks in general physiology and nerve muscle physiology. Students were allowed to use their text books in the examination hall. However, assessment to online materials is not allowed. Answer scripts were evaluated on same day following the answer key which was prepared after thorough discussion with all the faculty members of physiology department.

Closed book test

Closed book test was conducted for 30 marks in general physiology and nerve muscle physiology. However, the question paper was different for open book test and closed book test. Answer scripts were evaluated on same day following the answer key which was prepared after thorough discussion with all the faculty members of Physiology department.

Outcome measures

Academic performance

Marks obtained in the open book test and closed book test was considered as academic performance respectively.

Stress levels

Stress levels were assessed using perceived stress scale.8

Perception of the students

Perception of the students was obtained using standard questionnaire from the literature.9

Ethical considerations

The present study was approved by institutional research committee. Informed consent was obtained from all the students.

Data analysis

Data was analyzed using SPSS 20.0 version. Data was represented as mean and SD. Student t test was applied to observe the significance of difference between the groups. Perceptions of students were expressed as frequency and percentages. Probability value less than 0.05 was considered as significant.

Results

The stress levels were significantly higher in closed book test when compared with open book test (P<0.001). There was no significant difference in the academic performance among open book test and closed book test (Table 1). Table 2 present’s student’s perceptions about open book test. Majority of the students had given positive perceptions for open book test. 51.5% of students recommend open book test to include in the curriculum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Open book test</th>
<th>Closed book test</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress scores</td>
<td>10±3</td>
<td>18±3</td>
<td>0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic performance</td>
<td>17±6</td>
<td>18±4</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data was presented as mean and SD. (*P<0.05 is significant, **P<0.01 is significant, ***P<0.001 is significant).

Discussion

The present study was undertaken to observe the effectiveness of open book test in reducing the pre-examination stress. The stress levels were significantly higher in closed book test when compared with open book test (P<0.001). There was no significant difference in the academic performance among open book test and closed book test (Table 1). Table 2 present’s student’s perceptions about open book test. Majority of the students had given positive perceptions for open book test. 51.5% of students recommend open book test to include in the curriculum. As there are drastic changes in the students, the medical education must be reviewed and adopted to fit to the needs of the students to make the teaching more students friendly. Medical education in India was drastically developing and contributed in transforming the learning as active learning from the passive mode of learning. Open book test is a simple and student friendly assessment program which helps in relieving the stress levels in the students which is the major cause for the suicides of college students.10 It removes the hectic memorizing and recalling the subject and improves the reasoning ability of the students.11 Earlier studies reported that the academic performance was not difference between the open book test and closed book test.12 In the traditional closed book test, when considered in the point of a slow learner, he prefers to read or memorize only the important chapters and important questions which are repeated more frequently in the examinations. In this practice he will not read all the chapters so he cannot have concept or

minimum knowledge in these areas. This is the major reason why we see majority of students can get through the traditional examinations but unable to achieve good ranks in the competitive examinations. In contrast, open book motivates the higher order thinking skills of the students as they learn reasoning, analyzing and to solve real life problems. The present study results supports earlier studies as we have not observed any difference in the academic performance.

The student who is regular to classes and know the concept only can justify the open book test as most of the medical and dental subjects are concept oriented. The question paper should consist of more concept based questions to fulfill the objective. As the open book test promotes the active learning and best assessment method and further decreases the stress levels, it can be implemented in the curriculum of health sciences.

There are certain misconceptions regarding open book test like medical students who need to treat the patients cannot do justice when treating as they are following open book test method for examination. This can be answered in the following way. Open book test does not mean to train student to open the text book and treat cases. When there is a transition of the assessment method from closed book test to open book test, there will be change in the questioning pattern also. Even if the student excels in the traditional method of examinations it is a fact that he/she cannot be good at practice and skilled doctor unless the student understands the case in right way, chooses the right solution and best at implementation. The open book method contains case based questions and the questions that need application of thinking skills enabling the student to pick up the right solution and present it in an appropriate way and this is possible only when the sound is sound in knowledge. It discourages the mugging up process, as it known that mugging up answers without concepts are of short-term memory processes wherein the student will not carry the concepts throughout the his carrier. The real aim behind the innovations in medical education and the transition from teacher centric to student–centric method is to ensure the enhancement of true knowledge for implementation and practice when in field. To some extent it is believed that the open book test method may contribute for the quality outcome in the medical field.

Conclusion

Significantly lower stress levels were observed before open book test when compared to closed book test. A positive experience was reported by the students regarding the open book test. The study recommends further studies in this method to recommend implementation of open book test in the medical education.
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